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On June 15, 1998, the Watertown Police Union, Local 541, Council 15, AFSCME, AFL-CIO 
(the Union) filed a complaint, amended on December 4, 1998, with the Connecticut State Board of 
Labor Relations (the Labor Board) alleging that the Town of Watertown (the Town) had violated 
'' 7-468 and 7-470 of the Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act) by interfering with, 
restraining and coercing certain employees in the exercise of protected rights and had violated 
' 7-470(a)(2) by dominating and interfering with the existence and administration of the Union. 

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came before the Labor Board 
for a hearing on January 29 and February 4, 1999 at which both parties appeared and were 
represented by counsel. They were given full opportunity to present their evidence, to examine and 
cross-examine witnesses and to make argument. Both parties filed post-hearing briefs on April 19, 

1999. 

Based upon the entire record before us, we make the following findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, and we issue the following order. 



FINDINGS OF FACT


1. The Town is an employer within the meaning of the Act. 

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and at all times 
material was the exclusive collective bargaining representative of a bargaining unit comprising all 
full-time members of the Police Department other than the Chief and Chief Inspector. 

3. For many years, a Waterbury Republican newspaper carrier left two copies of that newspaper 
every morning at the Watertown Fire Department which were picked up by police officers on the 
third shift. This practice was known throughout the Police Department; on occasion, supervisors 
picked up the papers. In October or November, 1997, management of the Police Department 
recognized that it was unseemly to have these papers picked up by officers in uniform on the third 
shift and gave them orders not to do this. Thereafter, Officers Tartaglia or Garvallas picked up the 
newspapers on their way to work on the first shift almost every morning. 

4. On the morning of April 4, 1998, Officer Tartaglia picked up two copies of the newspaper 
and brought them in to the Police Department. 

5. Later that morning, Sgt. John Carroll III asked Officer Tartaglia if he had picked up the 
newspapers and brought them in. Officer Tartaglia said that he had. Sgt. Carroll, believing this 
response to be false, gave Officer Tartaglia a written reprimand (Ex. 4) for being untruthful. Officer 
Garvallas also admitted picking up the papers, but was given only a verbal warning since he was 
considered to have been truthful. Both officers were instructed not to pick up the papers and have 
not done so since. 

6. On April 14, 1998, Officer Tartaglia submitted a grievance (Ex. 5) to protest the April 4 
written reprimand. In the grievance, he described the reprimand as Aridiculous@. 

7. A meeting was held on April 27 or 28, 1998 between Chief John Carroll and Local Union 
President Thomas O=Neil to discuss the grievance. Chief Carroll offered to settle the grievance on 
the basis of removing the reprimand from Officer Tartaglia=s personnel file after three months, but 
the Union rejected the offer. Chief Carroll denied the grievance on April 28, 1998. (Ex. 5). 

8. Another meeting to discuss the grievance was held on May 22, 1998. Chief Carroll proposed 
to settle the grievance by removing the written reprimand after six months. The Chief told President 
O=Neil that if the Union and Officer Tartaglia did not accept this offer, he would Ago after@ Officer 
Tartaglia for accepting gratuities or have him arrested for stealing the newspapers. Further, Chief 
Carroll said he would suspend Officer Tartaglia from his status as Officer in Charge (OIC) if the 
offer was not accepted. 

9. The Union and Officer Tartaglia declined the Chief=s offer. On May 27, 1998, Chief Carroll 
issued Officer Tartaglia a written reprimand (Ex. 7) for accepting gratuities in violation of ' 58 of 
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the Watertown Police Department Regulations. Section 58 of the Regulations provides: 

No member or employee of the department shall seek, directly or indirectly, any gift, 
present or gratuity from any person, firm or group of persons, or relatives, friends or 
employees of the same, who might conceivably come to expect or seek preferential 
treatment, whether in the nature of extra Police Service or exemption from Police 
enforcement measures. 

10. There was no evidence that Officer Tartaglia sought the newspapers or asked the carrier to 
leave them for the Police Department. 

11. It was customary for members of the public to make gifts of pens and calendars to members 
of the Police Department and to make gifts of bottles of liquor to senior officers. 

12. By letter dated May 27, 1998 (Ex. 6), Charles Frigon, Interim Town Manager, denied the 
April 14, 1998 grievance. 

13. The Union submitted the dispute to arbitration before the Connecticut State Board of 
Mediation and Arbitration, and this case is now pending. 

14. On June 1, 1998, Chief Carroll suspended Officer Tartaglia from being Officer in Charge 
(Ex. 9). According to the Chief, this action was taken because of Officer Tartaglia=s conduct and 
demeanor during the grievance procedure and because Officer Tartaglia had been Alax@ in reporting 
important events to the Chief. Officer Tartaglia had not previously been counseled or disciplined 
for his performance as OIC. 

15. Under Article III, ' G of the collective bargaining agreement (Ex. 2), when Patrol Sergeants 
and Patrol Lieutenants are absent from work, the most senior patrol officer working on that shift 
shall be the shift commander or officer in charge, unless, in the reasonable opinion of the Chief, the 
most senior patrol officer is not capable of serving as shift commander. 

16. The Union grieved Officer Tartaglia=s removal from Office in Charge status. (Ex. 10). 

Field Training Officer 

17. The Police Department has a full-time Training Officer and a Field Training Officer. For 
several years, President O=Neil has been a Field Training Officer and a certified Law Enforcement 
Instructor. The latter position requires annual recertification. 

18. In the spring of 1998, President O=Neil had been supervising the training of Officer Dedona 
on the first shift to which both were assigned. 

19. In early June, 1998, Detective Razza and Sgt. Shirk decided to transfer Officer Dedona to 
the second shift, a busier shift which would allow him to complete his training requirements more 
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quickly. Chief Carroll did not participate in this decision. 

20. After the transfer of Officer Dedona, President O=Neil no longer had a trainee to train. He 
retained his status as Field Training Officer. 

21. In the summer of 1998, President O=Neil submitted an application (Exs. 11 and 12) for 
approval of his recertification as a Law Enforcement Instructor.  Chief Carroll denied this request 
without explanation. Id. He said at the hearing that Officer O=Neil did not require this certification 
since the Department had a full-time Training Officer. There was some cost to the Department for 
recertification. 

The Bike Patrol 

22. In October, 1997, the Police Department established a bike patrol on a pilot program basis 
as a part of community policing at the request of the Town Manager. 

23. Officers Tartaglia and Garvallas applied for the bike patrol and were accepted. Officer 
Tartaglia performed about 90% of the bike patrol work. Although no extra wages or benefits of any 
kind were provided for this assignment, Officer Tartaglia enjoyed the work considerably. 

24. Chief Carroll suspended the bike patrol on September 8, 1998. He testified at the hearing 
that he felt that the bike patrol=s disadvantages outweighed its advantages. It raised concerns to him 
about response times, communications and staffing levels. 

Town Hall Annex Breaks 

25. While on bike patrol, Officer Tartaglia usually took his breaks at the Town Hall Annex 
where a female employee he was dating worked. 

26. There are no specific restrictions on where police officers take their breaks. 

27. At some point during the existence of the bike patrol, Chief Carroll instructed Sgt. Romano 
to tell Officer Tartaglia not to take his breaks at the Town Hall Annex. The Town Hall and the 
Annex were subsequently placed off limits to all officers except for official business. (Ex. 17). 

28. Chief Carroll testified that the Town Manager, Charles O=Connor, had objected to Officer 
Tartaglia=s taking his breaks at the Town Hall Annex. Mr. O=Connor denied having objected to this. 
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Reminder of Verbal Warning. 

29. On May 13, 1998, President O=Neil was spoken to by Sgt. Ramos for mishandling evidence. 
(Ex. 15, p.2). 

30. In July, 1998, a search was made for this evidence. Chief Carroll became aware of the fact 
that it had not been properly safeguarded two months earlier. 

31. Chief Carroll wished to make it clear that President O=Neil had been verbally warned about 
this incident the previous May. He instructed Lt. Desena to locate President O=Neil and to inform 
him that he had been verbally warned.  President O=Neil recalled the conversation with Sgt. Ramos 
regarding the handling of the evidence, but said he believed that he was being advised as to the 
proper procedures rather than being verbally warned. 

32. As the Police Department Photographer, President O=Neil had a key to the darkroom. 
Shortly after the grievance meetings in April and May, 1998, President O=Neil was ordered to turn 
in his key to the darkroom, apparently in connection with an order by the Chief that all keys be 
turned in. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. A union=s prima facie case of retaliation or discrimination includes proof that: (1) protected, 
concerted activity had been engaged in; (2) the employer had knowledge of that activity; and (3) the 
employer harbored anti-union animus. 

2. The Union established all three elements of its prima facie case. 

3. The defenses raised by the Town to all but one of the adverse actions complained of were 
insufficient. 

4.	 The Union failed to establish a violation of ' 7-470(a)(2) of the Act. 

DISCUSSION 

The issues in this case raised by the Amended Complaint are: 1) interference, restraint and 
coercion in the exercise of protected rights; and 2) domination or interference with the existence and 
administration of the Union. 

Interference, Restraint and Coercion 

The essence of the Union=s complaint in this regard is that the Town retaliated against 
Officer Tartaglia and Local Union President O=Neil because of their actions taken in the course of 
processing the April 14, 1998 grievance contesting the written reprimand issued to Office Tartaglia 
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for untruthfulness. This allegation raises a possible violation of ' 7-470(a)(1) of the Act. Although 
the Union alleges in its brief a violation also of ' 7-470(a)(3), we do not believe that a violation of 
that subsection occurred as it protects only against discrimination for having participated in the 
Labor Board=s processes. What is involved here is the protected concerted activity of filing and 
processing a grievance, a distinct activity. 

A union=s prima facie case of retaliation or discrimination in violation of ' 7-470(a)(1) of 
the Act includes proof that: (1) protected, concerted activity was engaged in; (2) the employer had 
knowledge of that activity; and (3) the employer harbored anti-union animus. Town of Wallingford, 
Decision No. 3662 (1999); Town of East Haddam, Decision No. 3619 (1998). 

There can be no question that Officer Tartaglia and Union President O=Neil engaged in 
protected, concerted activity in filing and processing Officer Tartaglia=s grievance. It is hard to 
imagine a more fundamental or classic form of protected, concerted activity. As in the case of 
collective bargaining negotiations, in the grievance procedure, the relationship between the persons 
involved shifts from superior and subordinate to a relationship between more or less equal parties. 
When collective bargaining activity occurs, the altered relationship comes under legal protection. 

Top management was aware of the two officers= participation in the grievance procedure. 
Therefore, the only question is whether Department leadership harbored anti-union animus. 

Of necessity, discrimination, retaliation or anti-union animus usually must be proven by 
circumstantial evidence. AIn this day and age, discrimination is almost invariably conducted 
surreptitiously; employers who engage in the form of misconduct do not do so overtly. To 
determine whether discrimination has occurred, we must determine whether there is any connection 
between the protected activity and the employer=s action.@ Town of Wallingford, supra, at p. 5. 
Important factors in this determination are statements by the employer and the time interval between 
the protected activity and the employer=s action. Id. 

The protected activity in this case began with the submission of the Auntruthfulness@ 
grievance of April 14, 1998 and continued with the meetings on April 27 or 28 and May 22 to 
attempt to resolve the grievance. Shortly after these contentious meetings, a series of adverse 
employment actions were taken against the Union participants. Too many of these actions were 
taken in too short a time for us to conclude that they were not taken in retaliation for the exercise 
of protected rights. As James Bond observed, AOnce is happenstance. Twice is coincidence. Three 
times is enemy action.@ 

The starting point is the almost incomprehensible basis for the April 4, 1998 written 
reprimand. When Officer Tartaglia was asked if he had picked up the newspapers, he said that he 
had. Why this response was considered to be untruthful is beyond us. However, it is a matter to be 
resolved by the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration where that dispute is pending. 

At the May 22 meeting to discuss the grievance protesting the reprimand, Chief Carroll made 
three threats to induce the Union (Officer O=Neil) and Officer Tartaglia to accept his offer: (1) he 
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would Ago after@ Officer Tartaglia for accepting gratuities; (2) he would have him arrested for this 
offense; and (3) he would remove him from the position of Officer in Charge. When the Union 
rejected the settlement offer, as it was its right to do, the Chief issued Officer Tartaglia a written 
reprimand (Ex. 7) for accepting gratuities and removed him as Officer in Charge (Ex. 9). The 
Chief=s threat to have Officer Tartaglia arrested for accepting gratuities was not carried out. 

A union and its members have the right to file grievances and to pursue them vigorously 
through the grievance procedure, to arbitration and to the courts without interference, restraint and 
coercion. See ' 7-468 of the Act. Chief Carroll=s threats and subsequent actions were in violation 
of this requirement. They were  designed to coerce the Union and Officer Tartaglia into accepting 
a proposed settlement which they had the right to reject. 

Both the reprimand for accepting gratuities and the removal of Officer Tartaglia as Officer 
in Charge deserve some comment despite the fact that the resolution of the disputes regarding them 
are properly within the jurisdiction of the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration. Officer 
Tartaglia was given the first written reprimand because management did not believe he was being 
truthful when he said he routinely picked up the newspapers. After the contentious grievance 
meeting, he was given the second written reprimand in the obvious belief that he had indeed picked 
up the newspapers. The logic behind these directly contradictory positions escapes us. The only 
rational explanation is retaliation and anti-union animus. 

The acceptance of minor gratuities was not unknown in the Watertown Police Department. 
Sgt. Carroll himself distributed the pens and calendars supplied by local citizens. Senior Officers 
accepted bottles of liquor at holiday time. Since there was no evidence whatsoever that Officer 
Tartaglia sought the gifts of newspapers, the reason for the reprimand must have been based on 
something other than ' 58 of the Police Department Regulations. We conclude that this reprimand 
resulted from his refusal to accept the Chief=s proposal in settlement of the grievance and was 
therefore coercive and retaliatory. Whether or not it was in violation of the collective bargaining 
agreement is a question for another agency if the Union chooses to pursue it. 

In the light of the Chief=s specific threat to remove Officer Tartaglia from Office in Charge 
status, we can only conclude that the reason for this action was Officer Tartaglia=s pursual of the 
untruthfulness grievance, a protected activity. One of the reasons given by the Chief for this action 
was Officer Tartaglia=s inability to understand the reason for the untruthfulness reprimand. We don=t 
understand the reason either. The Chief also referred generally to times when Officer Tartaglia was 
lax in reporting important incidents to him.  Chief Carroll testified vaguely about a motor vehicle 
accident and some kind of incident at the High School. Since no corrective action was taken with 
regard to either of the incidents referred to by the Chief and since there is no evidence that either 
alleged incident occurred close to the time of this action, we do not credit these as a basis for 
Officer Tartaglia=s removal from the OIC position. 

Elimination of the Bike Patrol 

We would ordinarily view the establishment and elimination of an operational activity such 
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as the bike patrol as a legitimate exercise of managerial authority. However, in the context of this 
case, we find that the bike patrol was eliminated as another act of retaliation against Officer 
Tartaglia. 

While the bike patrol was in existence, Officer Tartaglia performed about 90% of the total 
amount of this work. It was known that he enjoyed this assignment, and there was no evidence that 
he did not perform it satisfactorily. He enjoyed it enough to participate in extra curricular bike 
patrol activities on his own time and at his own expense. Surprisingly, he received some criticism 
for having done this when his off duty activities were publicized. 

Shortly after the contentious grievance proceedings, the bike patrol was eliminated without 
any explanation. As far as the record shows, the Chief=s reasons for eliminating the bike patrol did 
not surface until he testified at the hearing in this case. Since the bike patrol operated apparently 
successfully and without incident for approximately a year, general statements of dissatisfaction 
from the standpoint of safety and communications problems are not sufficient for us to find that the 
bike patrol was eliminated strictly for proper operational reasons. In the light of the other retaliatory 
acts, we can only determine that this was another of them. 

Placing the Town Hall and Annex Off Limits 

There is no restriction in the collective bargaining agreement or Police Department 
Regulations on where officers may take their breaks.  Officer Tartaglia routinely took his at the 
Town Hall Annex, a location within his proper patrol area. 

In the summer of 1998, Officer Tartaglia was told not to take his breaks at the Town Hall 
Annex. On September 8, 1998, the Town Hall and Annex were placed off limits to all officers 
except on official business. Chief Carroll testified that this action was taken because the Town 
Manager had objected to Officer Tartaglia=s taking his breaks at the Annex. Charles O=Connor, the 
Town Manager, denied having made any objection to Officer Tartaglia=s taking his breaks at the 
Annex. We conclude that this restriction had no proper basis and was taken in retaliation against 
Officer Tartagalia. 

Retaliation Against President O=Neil 

Officer O=Neil participated in the grievance meetings as Local Union President. Shortly 
thereafter, adverse actions began to be taken against him. 

For several years, Officer O=Neil had been the Department=s Field Training Officer and in 
connection with that position, had been a certified Law Enforcement Instructor. His application for 
annual recertification submitted in the summer of 1998 (Exs. 11 and 12) was denied by Chief Carroll 
without explanation. It was not until the hearing that Chief Carroll gave his reasons for the denial 
as being that the Department had a Training Officer and there was some cost involved in the 
recertification. Although we find no significance in the fact that the denial was written in large 
letters in orange marker, we do not accept the reasons belatedly given in the light of the hostility 
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shown against Officer O=Neil because of his participation in the grievance procedure. 

We do not conclude that the removal of Officer Dedona from Officer O=Neil=s supervision 
as Field Training Officer was caused by retaliation or anti-union animus. The decision to transfer 
Officer Dedona to the second shift was made by Detective Razza and Sgt. Shirk. There was no 
evidence that Chief Carroll had any input into this decision. The second shift provided greater 
opportunity for Officer Dedona to acquire the experience necessary for him to complete his on-the-
job training. The removal of the trainee from Officer O=Neil=s supervision had no effect on him. 
He remained a Field Training Officer. 

Although it is undisputed that Officer O=Neil mishandled important evidence in May, 1998, 
the efforts Chief Carroll made to remind him that he had received a verbal warning for that incident 
were too great to be considered routine. There is a question whether Officer O=Neil was merely 
instructed about proper procedures for handling evidence or was verbally warned at the time of the 
incident. Months after the incident, Chief Carroll decided to take action to confirm that the 
conversation be considered a verbal warning and instructed Lt. Desena to find Officer O=Neil at his 
patrol location and to Aremind@ him that the earlier conversation had constituted a verbal warning. 
There was no contemporaneous documentation that the conversation had been a verbal warning. 
The manner in which this was handled --- chasing Officer O=Neil down at his patrol location - is 
so unusual an action as to cause us to believe that it was an attempt to convert instructions as to 
proper procedures into a verbal warning. In the light of the other adverse actions directed at Officers 
O=Neil and Tartaglia in the summer of 1998, we conclude that the verbal warning regarding evidence 
handling was caused by a desire to retaliate against him due to his actions during the grievance 
procedure. 

As the Department=s photographer, Officer O=Neil had a key to the darkroom. Shortly after 
the grievance meetings, he was instructed by Sgt. Sheehan to turn in his key to the darkroom. The 
only explanation given was that the Chief had ordered that all keys be turned in. No explanation was 
given at the hearing for this order. In the light of the other adverse actions taken against Officers 
O=Neil and Tartaglia in the months following the grievance meetings, an explanation of the order 
to Officer O=Neil to turn in a key for which he had a legitimate need was required. We conclude that 
this was another retaliatory act taken because of participation in protected activity. 

Domination and Interference 

Although the record in this case is replete with violations of ' 7-470(a)(1) of the Act, we find 
no evidence of domination or interference with the existence or administration of the Union. We 
will dismiss that portion of the Amended Complaint. 

Conclusion 
The Union clearly established its prima facie case. Union members engaged in protected 

activity, and this was known to the employer. Anti-union animus is shown by the Chief=s threats 
at the May 22, 1998 grievance meeting as well as by other actions. The defenses or justifications 
for most of the various actions are insufficient to show that they were legitimate, non-discriminatory 
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personnel or operational actions. 

Although we are well aware of the fact that legitimate, lawful actions taken by management 
in any organization often have adverse impact upon employees, we are not so naive as to believe that 
the numerous adverse actions that cascaded upon Officers Tartaglia and O=Neil in the months 
following the contentious grievance meetings were legitimate. They were far too numerous and 
suspicious in nature to have been caused by happenstance or coincidence. We can only conclude 
that they were caused by Aenemy action@. 
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ORDER 

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor 
Relations by the Municipal Employees Relations Act, it is hereby ORDERED: 

I. That the allegations of violation of ' 7-470(a)(2) of the Act be dismissed. 

II. That the Town of Watertown cease and desist from interfering restraining and coercing 
employees in the exercise of the rights granted by the Act. 

III. That the Town of Watertown take the following affirmative action which the Labor Board 
finds will effectuate the purposes of the Act: 

A. Rescind the written reprimand issued to Officer Tartaglia on May 27, 1998 and 
expunge this reprimand from all records maintained by the Town. 

B. Restore Office Tartaglia to eligibility for Office in Charge status and make him whole 
for any wages lost as a result of his removal from this status. 

C. Restore the bike patrol and assign Officer Tartaglia to it until the bike patrol is 
modified or eliminated for proper reason. 

D. Rescind the prohibition against taking breaks at Town Hall or the Town Hall Annex 
until such prohibition is established for proper reason. 

E.  Rescind the Areminder of verbal warning@ issued to Officer O=Neil by memorandum 
dated September 17, 1998 and expunge this action from all records maintained by the 

Town. 

F. Grant Officer O=Neil=s application for recertification as a certified Law Enforcement 
Instructor. 

G. Restore the darkroom key to Officer O=Neil for such time as he holds the position of 
Photographer and has legitimate need for this key. 

IV. Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days from the date 
of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the bargaining unit customarily assemble, 
a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety. 

V. Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the Labor Department, 
38 Wolcott Hill Road, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days of the receipt of this 
Decision and Order of the steps taken by the Town of Watertown to comply herewith. 

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 
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John H. Sauter 
John H. Sauter 
Chairman 

David C. Anderson 
David C. Anderson 
Alternate Board Member 

Thomas C. Watson 
Thomas C. Watson 
Alternate Board Member 
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CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 11th day of 
August, 1999 to the following: 

Attorney Eric R. Brown

Council 15, AFSCME RRR

290 Pratt Street

Meriden, Connecticut 06450


Attorney Paul S. Tagatac

Carmody & Torrance

50 Leavenworth Street

Waterbury, Connecticut 06702


Charles T. O=Connor, Town Manager

Town Hall Annex

424 Main Street

Watertown, Connecticut 06795


RRR


______________________________ 
Jaye Bailey Zanta, General Counsel 
CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR 

RELATIONS 
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